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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

on Monday, February 10, 1958. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00

8. • o

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman
Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Shepardson

Mr. Carpenter, Secretary
Mr. Sherman, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Riefler, Assistant to the Chairman
Mr. Thomas, Economic Adviser to the Board

Messrs. Young, Garfield, Noyes, and Robinson,
Miss Burr, and Messrs. Williams, Dembitz,
Brill, Eckert, Gehman, Miller, T. Smith,
Trueblood, Wernick, Wood, and Yager of the
Division of Research and Statistics

Messrs. Marget, Furth, Hersey, Sammons, Bangs,
Reynolds, and Wood of the Division of
International Finance

Economic review. The review by the Division of International

P nan e which concentrated primarily on recent and prospective develop-

in United States exports and imports, indicated that the level of

exPorts declined sUbstantially near the end of 1957 and might be expected

t
somewhat further due to weakness in the economic situation of

certain foreign countries, particularly in Latin America and the Far

st* On the other hand, the level of this country's imports had held

41) w
e4-4-, contrary to the expectations of those who had foreseen a sharp

decline which would contribute to an international dollar crisis. There

had
c-Lso been a continued steadiness of the European industrial level and
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there were in prospect some welcome monetary reforms in certain foreign

areas. On balance, the foreign situation thus far had been holding up

better than many had anticipated and represented more of a constructive

influence in relation to the domestic economy than had been expected in

Some quarters.

The report by the Division of Research and Statistics revealed

a continuation of the downward trend of most important indices of economic

activity, with the latest estimates holding little prospect for a reversal

°f that trend in the near future. At the same time, prices showed steadi-

ness or some tendency to advance in sectors affected by factors of a

seasonal nature. The demand for long-term funds continued strong, being

Stimulated by lower interest rates.

The members of the staff other than Messrs. Carpenter, Sherman,

Xe 
nY°11., Riefler, Thomas, Young, and Dembitz then withdrew from the

meeting. Messrs. Hackley, General Counsel, Molony„ Special Assistant

tO the Board, Shay, Legislative Counsel, Horbett, Associate Director,

sion of Bank Operations, Hostrup and Benner, Assistant Directors,

Division of Examinations, and Solomon, Assistant General Counsel, joined

the 
meeting at this point.

Discount rates. Unanimous approval was given to a telegram to

the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta approving the establishment without

change by that Bank on February 7, 1958, of the rates on discounts and

aavances in its existing schedule.
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Contemplated call report. Advice having been received from

the Comptroller of the Currency of his intention to make a call this

sPring for reports of condition of national banks, a telegram was sent

to the Federal Reserve Banks on February 7, 1958, in accordance with

the usual procedure, stating that a call upon State member banks also

lilts contemplated.

The action taken in sending the telegram was ratified by unanimous

vote.

General Contract Cogoration matter (Items 1 and 2). At the

meeting on February 6, 1958, it was decided to defer until today, with

Ch4irman Martin present, action on the following documents prepared by

the Legal Division pursuant to the discussion at the meeting on January

22, 1958, concerning the applications of General Contract Corporation,

8t. Louis, Missouri, for determinations with respect to certain non-

banking subsidiaries under section 4(c)(6) of the Bank Holding Company

Act: tlx
order of the Board, (2) statement in support of the majority

clecision, and (3) statement by Governor Mills.

Following a brief discussion, the order and supporting statement

were aPProved in the form attached hereto under Item No. 1, Messrs.

Ilartia, Balderston, Szymczak, Robertson, and Shepardson voting "aye" and

111% Mills voting "no". A copy of the separate statement of Governor Mills

Is at under the same item number. This action was taken with the

%Icier standing that the order, the majority statement, and Governor Mills'

6t4tement would be released to the press this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. EST.,
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advice of the Board's decision would be transmitted through the Federal

Reserve Bank of St. Louis to reach the applicant simultaneously with

the release of the press statement, copies of the statements and order

Irould be sent to the appropriate parties, the order would be published

in the Federal Register, and the letter to First Bank Stock Corporation

Of which a copy is attached as Item No. 2) would be sent upon release of

the press statement.

Messrs. Conkling, Assistant Director, Division of Bank Operations,

Koch, Associate Adviser, Division of Research and Statistics, and Raid,

conomist in that Division, entered the room at this point.

Reserve requirements. As requested at the meeting on February 7,

1958, there bIld been distributed to the members of the Board under that

date copies of a memorandum from Mr. Hackley submitting a revised draft

°r possible legislation on reserve requirements. To improve the wording

and take into account the discussion at the February 7 meeting) the

revised draft contained changes in the standard to be followed in permit-

ting individual banks to maintain lower reserves. In this respect, two

alternatives were again submitted) the first of which would provide that

a member bank in a reserve city might hold and maintain the reserve

balances now specified in section 19(a) of the Federal Reserve Act for

e°1111t
1 Y banks, and that a member bank in a central reserve city might

hold and maintain the reserve balances specified for either a reserve

eitY bank or a country bank, if such permission was granted by the Board
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of Governors either in individual cases or under regulations of the

Board, on such basis as the Board might deem reasonable and appropriate

in view of the character of business transacted by the member banks.

It would further provide that "for this purpose the Board may take into

account the velocity, composition or activity of deposits of a bank, its

location, or other relevant factors." The alternative draft would provide

that a member bank might hold and maintain, in lieu of the reserve balances

required under other provisions of section 19, such lower reserve balances,

but in no event less than those specified for country banks, as the Board

cif Governors might permit, either in individual cases or under regulations

of the Board. The standard to be applied would be the same as in connection

vith the first alternative draft.

Governor Mills stated that he was very much impressed by the out-

come of the Board's discussions regarding reserve requirements and the

draft 
legislation prepared by the Legal Division. He then expressed a

Preference for legislation along the lines of the first alternative,

stating that such difficulties as might be encountered in getting ac-

eePtance of legislation probably would focus around the complaint that

the Board would have complete freedom to classify member banks in any

:41rea. Such being the case, it seemed to him that it would be wiser for

the Board not to ask for authority going any farther than necessary beyond

the classification provisions already in the law. Although it might be

helPful to do away with the central reserve city classification, he felt

that even those who were the strongest advocates of flexibility based on
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velocity, size, and deposit activity criteria might veer from that point

Of view. In any event, if either of the alternatives were followed it

aPpeared that a burden would fall upon the Board by way of requests for

exemptions. He was inclined to feel, however, that these requests could

be handled in an increasingly routine fashion with the passage of time.

Governor Robertson agreed that, whichever alternative was followed,

the Board would be faced with an administrative burden in the form of

requests for exemptions. His preference, he said, ran to the second

alternative because he thought that it was more equitable and because

Personally he would have less difficulty in changing a reserve city bank

t° an intermediate reserve requirement level than in moving the bank direct

to the level of requirements prevailing for country banks.

Governor Shepardson stated that he had the same feeling. If it

seemed that a choice between the two alternatives would be crucial in

Obtaining legislation, he would be willing to take the course which would

lake legislation possible. Putting aside that consideration, however, he

1.43111d favor the second alternative because it seemed to afford an oppor-

tunitY to approach more nearly what he understood to be the basic concept

desirable change in reserve requirement standards.

Governor Szymczak requested of Mr. Hackley a summarization of the

essential differences between the two alternatives and then stated that

he would lean toward the second alternative.
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Governor Balderston said he had a feeling that during the

initial phases of working under legislation of this kind the Board

might have an easier administrative situation if the Congress should

Pass legislation phrased along the lines of the first alternative.

Moreover, it appeared that the differential between reserve require-

ments for reserve city banks and country banks, which now seemed

rather disturbing, would narrow in the course of time. Another reason

tOr favoring the first alternative was that he thought it might enhance

the prospect of favorable Congressional action.

Governor Shepardson commented that, although the Board might

conceivably wind up with the first alternative, discussion with the

Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks and representatives of the

American Bankers Association was contemplated. In the circumstances,

he would rather start from the second alternative and then retreat

sqmewhat if necessary.

After Chairman Martin stated that Governor Shepardson's comment

17" in line with his own thinking on the matter, Governor Robertson

Uggested that Congressionnl reaction might in fact be more favorable

tcr4ard the second alternative. He supposed that there might be some

Menibers of the Congress who would not look favorably on a procedure

Ilher6bY member banks would be reduced in one step from the level of

reserve city banks to the level of country banks. Therefore, it

seemed to him that there might actually be a better chance of obtaining

legislation which would not involve such drastic reductions.
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Governor Shepardson added the comment that it would not be

necessary under the second alternative to set up multiple reserve re-

quirement levels except as the Board considered this to be desirable.

At the instance of the Chairman, there ensued a discussion of

the desirability of recommending legislation which would provide authority

for different reserve requirements as between savings deposits and other

time deposits.

Mr. Thomas expressed the view that other time deposits ought to

be subject to the same reserve requirements as demand deposits, or at

least larger reserve requirements than those prescribed for savings

deposits. At present, he pointed out, commercial banks - particularly

in New York City - are attracting foreign time deposits which are not

really savings funds but shift back and forth according to the rate of

interest available under alternative possibilities for their investment.

Moreover, if commercial banks attracted such foreign funds at a rate of

interest of 3 or 2-3/4 per cent and hesitated to reduce the rate, there

140Uld be a temptation to shift into long-term loans in order to produce

ine°111es Then, with a change in the rate structure, these deposits might

be shifted into Treasury bills or other forms of investment and the banks

'4°tIld find themselves in a difficult situation from the standpoint of

liquiditY. This all pointed toward the conclusion that other time deposits

-g-141. be regarded as demand deposits from the standpoint of bank liquidity

44a from the standpoint that they represent readily shiftable funds.
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Mr. Thomas suggested that the Board might want to discuss this

Point with the Federal Reserve Banks for it had a relationship to the

//hole problem of regulating interest rates on time deposits. In the

light of possible developments, the New York City banks that wanted a

higher maximum permissible rate of interest when it was profitable for

them to hold time deposits might seek a reduction of the maximum rate.

In response to a request for his views regarding the draft

legislation, Mr. Riefler expressed some concern about the second alterna-

tive) for he felt that it would be a "large blank check", one which might

contain elements of danger in the field of bank reserves. As he read the

first alternative, it would limit the Board to actions more along tradi-

ti°nal lines and would therefore be less of a "blank check." While he

IroUld like to see a reform in reserve requirements in the direction of

Placing them on an "activity" basis, he would also like to be specific

about what was being requested.

Governor Robertson said that he had no difficulty seeing Mr.

Ri 
etlerts point. However, as he understood it, the intent of the second

alternative was not to suggest that the Board would necessarily prescribe

a audber of different reserve requirement ratios for individual banks in

reserve cities. Theoretically, that might be possible but in practice

it vould be difficult for the Board to refine its thinking so closely.

Ile second alternative, it seemed to him, would permit coming closer

to the 
"activity" approach.
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Governor Robertson then suggested the possibility of changing

the language of the draft legislation to say that the Board shall,

rather than may, take into account the volume, composition, or activity

of the deposits of a bank, its location, and other relevant factors in

granting permission for the bank to hold lower reserves than would be

otherwise prescribed.

Mr. Riefler agreed that this might come closer to basing action

" some kind of a principle, particularly if the Board should act

Pursuant to regulations rather than on a case-by-case basis.

Mr. Hackley commented that the Legal Division had deliberately

Phrased permissively the provision referred to by Governor Robertson

be
"-L,6e, if it were mandatory,a member bank which had been refused

Pentission to carry lower reserves might argue, for example, that the

Board had not taken into account its location. In such a case, the

Board
might have felt on the basis of other factors that it would not

he desirable to permit the bank to carry lower reserves, but the bank

• ht complain that the Board had not complied with the statute.

Mr. Solomon expressed the view that it would be very difficult

t° formulate regulations if the provision contained mandatory language

beeaUse the regulations would have to make some reference to each one

of the factors. Therefore, it would almost be necessary to work on a

e se-13Y-case basis unless it were possible to develop some formula

1,• C would include each factor in some way.
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Governor Robertson agreed that if the aspect of individual

treatment for individual banks could be removed, that would be sll to

the good, but he did not see how it could be done. He concurred in

Governor Balderston's observation that the first alternative would come

closer to permitting actions according to a general classification basis;

on the other hand, that alternative would compel the Board to go the full

distance from one classification to another when it permitted banks to

carrY lower reserves.

Following a comment by Governor Balderston that, as he had

Mentioned earlier, the differentiations between classes of banks would

tend to become narrower over the course of time, Chairman Martin suggested

discussion of the pros and cons with the Reserve Bank Presidents.

There being agreement with this suggestion, it was understood

that before the joint meeting the Presidents would be sent copies of the

clraft legislation prepared by the Legal Division along with copies of the

memorandum, amended in certain respects, which was distributed by Mr.

Thomas at the Board meeting on Friday, February 7.

For the Board's consideration and in order to obtain the reaction

0f the Presidents, it was suggested that the Legal Division also submit

&raft legislation which would permit a distinction between the reserve

l'eqUirements applicable to savings and to other time deposits.

In a discussion of the form which such a draft might take, Mr.

RaelQ-eY commented that a principal problem involved in any differentiation
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between savings and other time deposits for reserve requirement purposes

would be the problem of definition, similar to the one that had plagued

the Board in connection with Regulation Q; that is, whether, because of

Aprm, a deposit is a time or a demand deposit.

Governor Balderston commented that he was in complete sympathy

'1th the theoretical reasons for differentiating between savings and

Other time deposits but wondered whether, for the sake of simplicity,

itlaight not be advisable merely to ask for authority to differentiate

'within the present range of reserve requirements applicable to time

depOsits.

Mr. Hackley suggested the kind of language that might be used

tor this purpose, and it was understood that the draft legislation

//ould be prepared along such lines.

Chairman Martin then referred to the new five-man special

coMmittee on legal reserve requirements created by the American Bankers

4480oiation and said that the chairman of the committee, Mr. Daniel Bell,

had indicated a desire to have the group meet with the Board after the

19th of this month.

At the Chairman's suggestion, it was agreed to extend to Mr.

laell an invitation to have his committee meet with the Board on Friday,

l'ehruarY 21.

In a further comment, Chairman Martin said that, as his thinking

ha4 
developed over the past weekend, it appeared to him that the Board
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could easily accede, if it seemed necessary, to a proposal that the

existing rates of reserve requirements be the maximum statutory rates.

No disagreement from this position was expressed, although Governor

Robertson suggested that this might be a point held aside for bargaining.

Reserve Bank expenditures. Governor Shepardson referred to

remarks made by Congressman Patman of Texas at a hearing on the Financial

Institutions Act before the House Banking and Currency Committee on

February 7, 1958, 
in which Mr. Pathan commented critically on certain

tYPes of Federal Reserve Bank expenditures.

Some of the Reserve Bank Presidents having expressed interest in

reading those remarks, it was agreed that copies of Mr. Patman's state-

inent would be distributed to the Presidents today and that at tomorrow's

Joint meeting with the Board the Presidents would be handed copies of

the Board's letter dated February 62 1958, to the Chairmen and Presidents

01 all Federal Reserve Banks on the subject of membership dues and

con
tributions.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Note: Pursuant to the procedure

authorized by the Board on December 7, 1956,

Governor Robertson today approved the desig-

nation of Robert Ritchie, Assistant Examiner

for the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, as

a Federal Reserve Examiner for the purpose of

participating in forthcoming examinations of

the Tokyo, Osaka, and Beirut branches of The

Chase Manhattan Bank and the Beirut branch of

Bank of America, New York.

A°.1111...

irArAt 
Sec etary
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Item No. 1
2/10/58

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

In the Matter of theAPPlications of
GNERAL CONTRACT CORPORATIONUnder Section 4(c)(6) of theBank Holding Company Act of 1956

ORDER DENYING APPLICATIONS FOR
EXEMPTION OF SUBSIDIARIES FROM SECTION 4(a)

Docket No.
BHC 4-17,

19-27

General Contract Corporation, a Missouri corporation, and a

bank 1, ,
ing company within the meaning of section 2(a) of the Bank

Holdi
ag Company Act of 1956, has filed applications for determinations

bYth e Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System that certain

11138idiarY corporations, hereinafter named, and their activities are of

the kind described in section 4(c)(6) of the Bank Holding Company Act of

1956 (12 USC 1843) and section 5(b) of the Board ,s Regulation Y (12 CFR
222.503,,)), 

so as to make it unnecessary for the prohibitions of sec-

tiC11 4 of the Act with respect to retention of shares in nonbanking

°n1zations to apply in order to carry out the purposes of the Act.

"sidiary corporations of Geperal Contract Corporation on beh3lf
c)t

ch the applications were filed, with the hearing docket number of
a.Q1.1.3 are:

_1:1.ashingt0n Fire and Marine Insurance Company
isurance Company of St. Louis

IvIldwestern Fire and Marine Insurance Company

(BHC-4)
(BHC-5)
(BHC-6)
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Securities Investment Company of St. Louis
and its subsidiaries: (BHC.-7)

Securities Credit Company (14o.)
Securities Loan Company
Securities Credit Gompany (Fla.)
Broadway Insurance Agency, Inc.
Securities Insurance Agency, Inc.
Davidson Insurance Agency, Inc.
Investment Insurance Agency, Inc.
Craighead Insurance Agency, Inc.
Palafox Insurance Agency, Inc.

Industrial Loan Company
Industrial Finance Company of Wellston
Springfield Union Finance Company
Quincy Union Finance Co:Ipany
Baden Loan Company (BHC-12)
General Contract Loan Company (BH0-13)
SIC Loan Company (BHC-14)
General Loan Company (BHC-15)
General Contract Loan Company, Inc. (BHC-16)
General Contract Loan Brokers, Inc. (BHC-17)
Apex Insurance Agency, Inc. (BHC-19)
Jefferson-Gravois Insurance Agency, Inc. 
Reid-Kruse, Inc. 

(BHC-20)
(BHC-21)

St. Louis-Washington Insurance Agency, Inc.
Northwestern Insurance Agency, Inc. 

(BHC-22)

SPringfield Insurance Agency, Inc. (=:23214)

oterick Insurance Agency, Inc.
9,41ncY Insurance Agency, Inc.

(BHC-26)
Texarkana Agency, Inc. 

A hearing having been held pursuant to section 4(c)(6) of

the
.'"1"K Holding Company Act of 1956 and in accordance with sec-

tton
5(b) and 7(a) of the Board's Regulation Y (12 CFR 222.5(h) anif

22217(a)); the Hearing Examiner having filed his Report and Recomnended

1)ect3i°n wherein he recommended that all the above requests be denied;

41113licant having filed Exceptions and Brief with respect only to re-
Riles 

ts numbered BHC-8 and BHC-12; the Board having given the consideration
to el,

'‘4"J* relevant aspects of the matter, including briefs amicus curiae on
4 4

gal question involved in requests numbered BHG-8 and BHC-12, submitted
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through the Applicant by three bank holding companies not parties to

thi
s matter; and all such steps having been in accordance with the

41ard's Rules of Practice for Formal Hearings (12 CFR 263):

IT IS HEREBY ORDER: for the reasons set out in the Board's

Sta ment of this date, that the requests of General Contract Corpo-

ko n under section 4(c)(6) of the Bank Holding Company Act of

1956for determinations exempting its shares in the above-named sub-

ies from application of the prohibitions of section 4(a)(2) of

sald Act shall be, and hereby are, denied.

This 10th day of February 1958.

By order of the Board of Governors.

Z1 1

the

Voting for this action: Chairman Martin, Vice Chairman
Balderston: and Governors Szym2zak, Robertson and
Shepardson; voting against this action: Governor Mills;
absent and not voting: Governor Vardaman.

(
SEAL)

likskiligton: D. C •ry 10, 
1958.

(Signed) S. R. Carpenter

S. R. Carpenter,
Secretary.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

141, the Yiat-ter of the
41)Pliz.tations of
TT.C'EITZRAL CONTRACT CORPORATION
„L'icler Se'r,tion 14.(c)(6) of the
14`ezilt Holding Company Act of 1956

STATEMENT

BACKGROUND OF THE CASE

Docket No.
BHC 4-17,

19-27.

147)1,is 
On Dec-mr 14, 1956, General Contract Corporation of St.

1 russou:1, a bank holding company sometimes called herein 
for

or 
or "GCC", filed with the Board of Governors requests ior

or'''Illlinations that twenty-four of its nonbanking subsidiaries (one
e.xelTilich itself has nine subsidiaries) are of such a nature as to be
t(„Tillit Under section 4;c)(6) of the Bank Holdi4g Company Act of 1956

tLe divestment requirements of that Act,/ As required by the

The 
Parsticular sections of the Act here applicable are:

"Sec.' 4(a) Except as otherwise provide n this Act, nc
holding company shall -

* *

A,zt "(2) after two years from the date of enactment of this
, • • . retain direct or indirect owners%ip or Lzontrol oftaav.

vu'ulng shares of cnot Dal company whichs no as or a
noldIng company . •

* * *

"(f!) The prohibitions of this section shall not apply -

* *

"(6) to shares of any company all the activities of which
of a 

financial, fiduciary, or insura.nce nature and which the
1114,4-d after due notice and hearing, and on the basis of the record
70X at such hearing, by order has determined to be so closely
a.111ted to the business of banking or of managing or controlling

1414es as to be a proper incident thereto and as to make it
1 e8sary for the prohibitions of this section to apply in
%ket to ca*rry out the purposes of this Act . . . .
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sja!tute, a formal hearing was held on 23 of these requests, one of
requests having been withdrawn during the course of the hearing
er the Board had expressed the opinion that the subsidiary involvedraz 

R exempt under other provisions of the Act. The Hearing Examiner's
and Recommended Decision was filed with the Board September 12,

1„, The subsidiaries involved consist of an investment company,
agen '!an companies, three insurance companies, and nine insurance
Ree,eles• The attached copy of the Hearing Examiner's Report and
t;Inmended Decision describes the activities of GCC as well as of
'se subsidiaries.

derlieA. The Hearing Examiner recommended that all 23 requests be
theil; He concluded that, following the principles enunciated in
170. Board, opinion in the Transamerica-Occidental case (Docket
bee:He-28)1 the request as to the investment company should be denied
aetillse, While its activities are similar in kind to some of the
coral:111ties of banks, it has no direct functional or operational

ection with the bank holding company's subsidiary banks. The
kille 1,1er further concluded that the three insurance companies and
B1 insurance agencies, while also engaged in activities somewhat
to thal' to banking, could not be considered to be a "proper incident"
44/11.1.: banking business carried on by the subsidiary banks. The
trite -er found that five of the ten loan companies were not directly

t?lated with the functions of the subsidiary banks, and that three
were only partially related to the business of the banks.

that As to the remaining two loan companies, the Examiner concluded
Vere'Aalthough functionally integrated and operated much as though they
inQiPartments of the banks, they could not be regarded as a "proper
ortal.eillt" to the business of the banks or consistent with "the purposes
eolli Act" because the very types of transactions that make thepan
'es "closely related" to the banks are unlawful under section 6
1:0- Bank Holding Company Act. These transactions are the sale by

Z'ecoi.11,11 companies to the subsidiary banks, at a discount and withoutse
) or notes representing personal loans made by the loan companies.

Na GCC did not file exceptions or brief as to 21 of the 23
tor prolies involved and der Rule VII of the Board's Rules of Practice

Hearing;.; (12 CFR 263.7) GCC is deemed to have abandoned any
,i_oeltr..;°1-1,,s to the Examiner's recommended decision as to those 21 companies

0. BHC 4-7, BHC 9-11, BHC 13-17, BHC 19-27). Therefore, without
t1Pon the correctness or incorrectness of the Examiner's recommended

Q°1111aatri-11 regarding those companies, Applicant's requests as to those
,es are denied.
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GCC's exceptions and brief, dated C(;tober 14, 1957, and filed

rth the Board October 15, 1.957, related only to the Hearing Examiner's
etcommended decision with respect to the two loan companies mentioned

namely, Industrial Loan Company (Docket No. BHC 8) and Baden
;,,°ah Comp any (Docket No. BHC 12). Accordingly, further discussion willdeal orJy with those two companies.

THE DISCOUNT QUESTION

As indicated before, the Examiner- concluded that exemption
should be denied the two loan companies in question because the trans-

by which a subsidiary bank purchases personal loan paper from
ore  loan company at a discount and without recourse involve violations
b, section 6(a)()4) of the Act, waich makes it unlawful for a subsidiary
1Z.

 
to make any "loan, discount or extension of credit" to its bank

uop ',1cc111Ccompany or to any fellow subsidiary. The exceptions and brief

amie, disagree with this interpretation of section 6(a)()4), as do also
curiae briefs filed with the Board by three other bank holding

First all-1k Stock Corporation, Marine Midland Corporation
Et;'e Northwest Bancorporation. The arguments in the different briefs
as .„1:argely similar and for convenience all will usually be referred to
'"°se of Applicant.

The facts as to the operations of the two loan companies are
Appi.?' set forth in the Examiner's Report and are not challenged by 
G„Icarft• The key fact for present purposes is that Bank of St. Louis,

recu subsidiary, purchases personal loan paper at a discount, and without
anOse, from Industrial Loan Company (and. that Baden Bank of St. Louie,

e;er GCC subsidiary, makes such purchases from. Baden Loan Company).
the 'ch case, the loan company is operated in effect as though it were
leajersonal loan department of the bank; it sells substantially all its
as ti to the bank on the days when made, services such loans, and serves
comn! bank's chief source of suci paper. Lll fetions of the loan

MeV are )erformad on the premises of the bank by bank personnel.
oc"1 company has no separate place of business (37' paid personnel of

e n The questio Fiurns ui.:on whether rih a word discount", as

6(a)()4), 

 usd

includes purchase of paper at a discount but
"disi;ecourse against the seller. It is conceded by all that he term
re t,-,°unt" may have several liPanings. Thu:: it is sometimes used in a
bor.1ted sense as applying only to a loan transaction in which the
40te°11er receives a sum of money less than the stated amount of the
irleal Civen by him. However, it is also used in a broader sense as
a a purchase of paper with recourse against the seller; and, in
ollt 14-1 bronder sense, as including a purchase of paper even though with-
of course against the seller. The problem aere is to determine which
ot t °se meanings should be applied in the present situation, in the light

"0 language and purposes of the law.
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Judicial Inter retations

In seeking the meaning that Congress intended for the ward
Ilizocuntlin section 6(a)(4) it seems appropriate to see what the courts,

karticularly the Federal courts, have said about the meaning of the word.
uft this Point the Examiner stated in his Report (p. 28):

"Ample judicial authority supports the conclusion--in the

words of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals--that, 'in the business

of banking, "discount" in the ordinary acceptance of the term, in

what is called "purchase" '.2L/ Moreover, the Federal Courts

have interpreted other sections of the national banking laws where
the term 'discount' is used as including within its scope, not only

loans or advances by way of discount of commercial paper, but also
the outright purchase by banks of such paper for an amount less than

their face value. Thus it has been held that the authority of national

banks to acquire title to commercial paper--authority that must stem

l'om an express grant of power or impliedly be deemed prohibited 2..51--

ls derived from the statutory corporate power given national banking

associations under U.S.R.S. 5136, 12 U.S.C. § 24, to engage in the

'discounting' of 'promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange and
Other evidences of indebtedness.' EY Thus, too, the term 'discount'
as used in U.S.R.S. 5197, 12 U.S.C. § 85, which prohibits usury by
national banking associations on loans or discounts made by them,
has beenheld to include within its scope, not only transactions in-

bank loans to the person for whom paper is discounted, but
also transactions involving bank purchases of third party paper--and
this regardless of whether such paper is purchased with or without
any right of recourse upon the seller. 27/

u J

ftJ

....121•••••••••••=.••••••••

Danforth v. National State Bank of Elizabeth, 48 F. 271, 274.
See, also, Fleckner IT. Bank, 1371:-Ehea338; Morris v.

Third Nat'l Bank oLLEingfield, 142 F. 25, 31 (C .A. 6):

cert. den. 201 U.S., 6149 Saltmarch v. Planters & Merchants Bank,
14 Ala. 677; Neilisville Bank v. Tuthii77-5777775717177-
154, 156; Pa_ie-77. Bank, 20 Kan. 4750 446; 27 Am. Rep. 183; Salmon
Falls Bank77.-heyse17.1 116 1.1). 51, 71, 22 S. W. 504, 509; Tracy 
v. Talmadge, alT Barb. (N.Y.) 456; Bank v. Savry, 82 N.Y. 291, 302.

First Nat.  Bank v. NaLLIEELILa2Ealu, 92 U.S. 122.

Morris v. Springfield National Baal!, supra. See also Danforth 
V. National State Bank, supra, at p. 274.

Danforth v. National State Bank, supra. Cf. National Bank of 

Gloversville v. Johnsen, 104 U.S. 271; Daniel v. First National 
355 7775)."Bank of Birmingham, 227 F 2d. 353,
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At,

The Danforth case and some others cited by the Examiner
relate to the usury provision of the National Bank Act (R.S. 5197;
12 U.S.C. 8S). As the Examiner indicates, however, the cases holding
2e word "discount" to include a nonrecourse purchase of paper are not
;nfined to those construing that provision. The case of Morris v.
-- --11111ational Bank of Springfield, supra, held that the corporate
authority for national banks to purchase paper derives from their
authority to engage in the "discounting" of paper.

not ide t 
The provisions construed in these Federal cases are, of course,
icom_ n cal in language or purpose with section 6(a) of the Bank Holding

Ye,"anY Act; but they have in common the fact that they are all Federal
tii.:atutes that deal with banking operations and practices. Moreover,

cases do not turn upon any unusual use of the word "discount" in
.:,41.e statutes being construed; on the contrary, as indicated in the

ihrISZEIll case, 48 F. 271, 274, they constitute judicial findings as to
r. e.ordinar acce  tance of the term" and "its usual commercial sense" 

...-

lndings which are highly relevant to the present question.

nits 
In view of these cases holding that the word "discount" in

usual commercial sense" and in its "ordinary acceptance" includes

:!11:ecourse purchases of paper, it would seem that the word should be

Y interpreted in section 6(a)(4) unless some persuasive reason
shcontrary can be shown. Applicant attempts to make such a contrary

livo,,c5ling, relying largely on arguments based upon the context in which the
“1. "discount" appears.

Which Wprd "Discount" Appears 

Which the 
Since Applicant's arguments relate chiefly to the context in

Ac4, e word "discount" appears in section 6 of the Bank Holding Company
all of that section is quoted below for convenient reference.

uEolulowim BY BANK HOLDING ODMPANY OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES

"Sec. 6. (a) From and after the date of enactment of this Act,
it shall be unlawful for a bank -

"(1) to invest any of its funds in the capital stock, bonds,

debentures, or other obligations of a bank holding company of

Which it is a subsidiary, or of any other subsidiary of such
bank holding company;

"(2) to accept the capital stock, bonds, debentures, or
Other obligations of a bank holding company of which it is
a subsidiary or any other subsidiary of such bank holding

company, as collateral security for advances made to any
person or company: provided, however, That any bank may
accept such capital stock, bonds, debentures, or other

Cott
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- obligations as security for debts previously contracted,
but such collateral shall not be held for a period of over
two years;

• "(3) to purchase securities, other assets or obligations
• under repurchase agreement from a bank holding company of
Which it is a subsidiary or any other subsidiary of such
bank holding company; and

"(4) to make any lean, discount or extension of credit
to a bank holding company of which it is a subsidiary or
to any other subsidiary of such bank holding company.

*Non-interest-bearing deposits to the credit of a bank shall not be
deemed to be a loan or advance to the bank of deposit, nor shall the
giving of immediate credit to a bank upon uncollected items received
in the ordinary course of business be deemed to be a loan or advance
to the depositing bank.

"(b) The provisions of this section shall not apply (1) to the
capital stock, bonds, debentures, or other obligations of any
"mPany described in section 4(c)(1) of this Act, or (2) to any
company whose subsidiary status has arisen out of a bona fide
debt to the bank contracted prior to the date of the creation
of.such status, or (3) to any company whose subsidiary status
?oasts by reason of the ownership or control of voting shares
thereof by the bank as executor, administrator, trustee:, receiver,
agent, or depositary, or in any other fiduciary capacity, except
Where such shares are held for the benefit of all or a majority
of the stockholders of such bank."

The Examiner summarized Applicant's arguments as follows L. 29):

"The Applicant argues earnestly, however, that notwithstanding
the broad commercial usage of the term 'discount".„ Congress in draft-
ing Section 6(a)(4) intended to draw a distinction between, on the
one hand, a discount involving a direct loan to an affiliated company,

on an advance to such affiliate on discounted third party paper
_or the payment of which the affiliate assumes liability as an endorser
°r guarantor, and, on the other hand, a transaction involving a bank's
Purchase of third party paper at a discount from an affiliate without
flY' right of recourse upon the affiliate, The Applicant concedes that
,°flgress intended the prohibitions of Section 6(a)(4) to apply tour

ansactions of the first two types, but act„ it contends, to those
of the third type.

"The arguments upon which the Applicant would support that
Position are ably marshalled in its brief. The main points stressed
are, in broad outline, as follows: (1) It is urged that Section 6(a)(4)
maY not be read in isolation, but must be read in context with the other
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Subdivisions of Section 6(a). It is claimed that 6(a)(1), prohibiting
investments in capital stock, bonds, debentures or other obligation of
an affiliated company; 6(a)(2), prohibiting the acceptance of such
capital stock, bonds, debentures or other obligations as collateral for
advances made to any borrower; and 6(a)(3), prohibiting the purchase
Of securities, other assets or obligations from an affiliate under a
repurchase agreement—all disclose a Congressional concern over a bank
relying on the worth or credit of its parent or fellow subsidiaries
in its investment or lending activities. According to the Applicant,
consistency and harmony with the pattern shaped by the earlier sub-
divisions demand that Section 6(a)(4) also be construed as applying
only to situations where a transaction calls for bank reliance on the
..c,EtILL or worth of an affiliate. And such reliance, it says, is not
involved in the case of an outright purchase of paper where there is
no residue of liability on the part of the transferor. (2) It is
claimed that Section 6(a)(3) allows by implication the purcnase from
an affiliate 'of securities, other assets or obligations where there
is no repurchase agreement, and it is asserted that the terms 'secu-
rities' and 'obligations' as therein used are broad enough to cover
the purchase of consumer credit paper, thereby in effect limiting the
reabdth of 'discount' as used in Section 6(a)(4). (3) It is urged
that the coupling in Section 6(a)(4) of the word 'discount' with the
Words 'loans' and 'extensions of credit' denotes an intention to have
them all understood in the same general sense, as covering only such
transactions as involve the lending or advance of money to an affiliate
for which the affiliate assumes responsibility for repayment."

/lot s The Examiner concluded that these arL;uments of Applicant were
ufficient to overcome the weight of the cases already mentioned

r13.32,33)ua the legislative history which will be discussed later). He stated`:

. I am not persuaded tnat to interpret 'discount' in
section 6(a)(4) as including a purchase of commercial paper by way
of. discount would inject a discordant note in the provisions of Sec-

-0/1 6(a)(3) read as a whole. It seems to me too narrow a view to say
that Section 6(a) was only designed to prevent a bank from relying on
',t_he worth or credit of an affiliated company in the conduct of its
°anking activities. I think the broader aim of Section 6(a), as re-
vealed by all its subdivisions, was to remove the danger that a bank
aoldi ng company might misuse the resources of a bank it controls to
Pin an advantage for itself or other subsidiaries it also controls.

a holding company might otherwise do by causing a controlled bank
0 provide equity or working capital, directly or indirectly, to the

i?olding company or another subsidiary, or by otherwise financing the
uuslness operations of such an affiliate. To interpret 'discount' as
l_sed in Section a)(it) in the full sense of that term as established
uY commercial usage is entirely consistent with that aim. For
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Obviously, a bank's resources might be used to finance the operations
of a parent or other affiliated company just as much through purchase
of commercial paper without recourse, as through purchase with re-
coUrse, or by means of a loan against the pledge of such paper. 22/

"Further, I am not persuaded that a broad construction of
'discount' in Section 6(a)(4) would create perforce an inconsistency
with Section 6(a)(3). Section 6(a)(3) was evidently designed to
cover a transaction which is in reality a loan transaction, but which
takes the form of a purchase and repurchase agreement. By its terms
it spells out a prohibition against a specific type of transaction,
and goes no further. It confers no affirmative right with which the
'discount' prohibition, no matter how broadly construed, may be found
inconsistent. And even if Section 6(a)(3) may read as reserving by
implication whatever rights a holding company bank might otherwise
have under the law to make purchases without repurchase agreements,
this does not preclude the 'discount' provision of Section 6(a)(4)
from being construed as imposing a limitation or restriction on
Such rights. Indeed, such a construction is not only permissible,

entirely reasonable. It would both give full meaning to
discount' in its accepted usage and at the same time comport with
he ends that Congress sought to achieve, as revealed by the legis-

lative history. . . . Nor would it otherwise negate the implication
!'id to be contained in Section 6(a)(3). This is so because bank
iscounts, as commonly unuerstood, apply to financial transactions
Involving notes, bills of exchange and the like, and not to a bank's
,?quisition through purchase of other assets, securities or obliga-
tions, such as, for example, corporate stocks, bonds or debentures.

Applicant's argument, that the coupling of the word
discount' with the words 'loan, and 'extension of credit' denotes
an intent to have 'discount' apply only to transactions that in-
volve loans made by a bank to an affiliate, is even less persuasive.
The words 'loan' and 'extension of credit' do not have synonymous
Tea-flings, . . and it seems unlikely that Congress would have inserted.
_Tshe ward 'discount', which, in ordinary usage has a broader meaning
l'han 'loan', had it merely intended that word to cover the same
ground and no more. . . ."

It..?.2/ This is aptly illustrated in the case of Industrial Finance Co.
of Wellston. Before passage of the Act, that company obtained
wcrking capital for its dealer finance activities by borrowing
against such paper from the Bank of St. Louis. After such
borrowing was outlawed by the Act, the company continued to
Obtain its working capital from the Bank of St. Louis, except
that now it sold the paper instead of borrowing against it.
The proceaure was cnanged, but the net result remained the
sane, except for diminution in the proteotion to the Bank."
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In challenging these views and conclusions of the Exanener,
ter ant earnestly and ably re-emphasizes the arguments previously made
°!e the Examiner and also stresses the fact that Federal banking laws

01,:metAmes draw a distinct'on between recourse and nonrecourse purchases
l'o'Daper. For example, R.S. 5200 U.S.C. 84), which limits the total
„ans that a national bank may make to one borrower, does not count paper

sed without recourse as part of loans made to the seller. Applicant
that the absence of a claim against the seller of the paper tends

11_cause the purchaser to be more cautious in considering the merits of
,2.13aper, and thus provides an additional safeguard. Applicant argues

R.3 this not only explains the exempticr of nonrecourse purchases from
6 5200, but also indicetes a Congressional intent to exempt them fromBection 6-

to the However, for the reasons outlined below, the Board is forced
t conclusion that the Examiner's analysis is sound and well reasoned,

that hat Applicant's arguments fail to give due weight to certain facts
tank axe evident from the record and basic to operations of banks and

holding companies.

qtuat. It is of fundamental importance that section 6 deals with a
betw 1°n in which there is a lack of the usual arm's-length dealing
teen a bank and its customer. It is the nature of a holdfeag company

clireeT/ and of the problems at which the Bank Holding Company Act was
Q01:-'ed, that the various units of the group are ordinarily under eemmon
406:°1 or susceptible to such control. While slee.h control sometimes may
sect.";)e exercised or may not even exist, it is abundantly clear ,.that
is -"311s 4 and 6 of the Act are based upon an assumption that .1-6 usually
' can h-, exercised. It clearly exits in ;the present case.

Ilea 4._ It is also importaqt that, as a practical matter) a 17.ank can be
14e) 643 finance an affjliate as effectivel:y through discounting (purchas-

D4Per, either with or withwet eecoursel as trough making o,:.dlnary
or 1111.' In fact, as will be seen later, it is ae:maily easier to e,se

811Se -- the resources of a batik thrce.27h nonrecourse discounts than011D-1,Q0., ordinary leans.

ally :34 In view (1-7 these fa,ts, r he ofit is diff4.c-it to see hoc , 7
ot se'qignificance that transactions descrned in clauses (1): ;L:.
Itillacti'ion 6(a), or a "loan" cr "extension of credit" descrfbed In clause (4),
11011„e '-uvolve a claim agaJrzt the credit or wrth of'the affiliate while a
"'1111013-rse Purchase of paper from the aMliate wuld if there is
Nrungth dealing, the absence of a claimaj,inst the; seller of the paper
triore'lre the effect, as Applicant contends, of calsing the purchaser to be
Drovi]4111tious in considering the merits of the paper itself) and may thus.e

a basis for exempting nonrecourse paper tzom some limitations that
a tO r_ecourse paper, as for example, the National Bank Act liWtations
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(R.S, q„Llu,
') on loans to one borrower., However, a fundamental purpose of

%,-'J -on 6(a) is to prevent abuses where arm's-length dealing is lacking,
f\fe arguments based on arm's-length situations would not seem to be help-;1'4:- in construing it. The Board is convinced that all of section 6(a)
exc:11}c1 be viewed as relating to the financing of an affiliate, with the
1. s ence or nonexistence of a claim against the affiliate being essentially

elevant; and the Board cannot accept Applicant's arguments based on context.

Le It is also to be noted that Applicant's arguments based on context
avily on the doctrines of implied exclusion (expressio unius est ex-

doettO alterius) and meaning by association (noscitur a sociis). These
0.41:Ines can be of use in some circumstances in interpreting statutes or

writings. However, it is well recognized that they are subject to
limitations, require great caution in their application, and are not

All:I-led where, as here, they would lead to conclusions in conflict with the
50 13,!seS of the statute. See, .for example, authorities gathered at

Jur. 240-241, 2)i.3-244; 82 C.J.S. 668-670, 655-656.

The irrelevance of these doctrines to the present question is
here „ from the fact, as indicated above, that if the doctrines were applied
trliac'ieY would result in conclusions in conflict with the realities of hold-
1)1111:P8.ilY operations. Analysis of the reference to "purchase under re-
to a se agreement" in section 6(a)(3) indicates that the term usually refers
that 

!4ie 
pecialized transaction which is generally regarded as a form of loan;

t013,2 term probably was used in 6(a)(3) out of an abundance of cautioncolir) certain that such transactions were covered; that the phrase is a
e term for which there is no convenient single word; that the word

terni. se" in that phrase has significance only as part of that composite
terIll'aand that it would be unrealistic to lift the word out of the composite
or nd attempt to read into it any further significance through the doctrine

'Plied exclusion.

Itiolat. The Board is mindful of the facts) stressed by Applicant, chat
qrict;(1)ns of section 6 are misdemeanors; that criminal statutes are to beIkletla-LY construed in favor of the defendant; and that, therefore, their
rriMaii,ge cannot be enlarged to encompass prohibitions beyond its ordinary
'cliae-g• As indicated above, however, the usual meaning of the word
.11Drera,',21""appears to include nonrecourse purchases of paper. As the

Court of the United States said in United States v. Brown, 333 U.S., 26:

• • . The canon in favor of strict construction is notan
inexorable co to mmand override co vimmon sense and evidentu

statutory1 purpose. It does not require magnified emphasis
CO a single ambiguous word in order to give it a meaning
lantradictory to the fair import of the whole remaining
52,1!guage. As was said in United States v. Gaskin, 320 U.S.
, 530, the canon 'does not require distortion or nulli-

40eation of the evident meaning and purpose of the legislation.'
does  it demand that a statute be given the 'narrowest mean-
it is satisfied if the words are given their fair meaning

accord with the manifest intent of the lawmakers."
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tioa g It seems desirable to review the legislative history of see..
8.1)4 of the addition of the word "discount" in section 6(a)(4),

eare'"--L1 be seen that this legislative history, like the considerations
akr ecti discussed, strongly indicates that the word "discount" ins 

aPer
6(a)(4) was intended by Congress to include nonrecourse purchases

D .

the fa The Examiner was impressed, and we believe properly so, by
the ct that during the Committee hearings leading to the enactment of
kro,:w'ank Holding Company Act, frequent reference was made to the
ab;:tAers Discount Corp. situation as a flagrant example of the danger of
: diaut%!lowing from self-dealings between bank holding companies and their

(tc„--;--4-4ary banks. That situation involved a Texas finance company thatth:44.red 
control of two Chicago banks and then, among other things, caused

ricteacquired banks to purchase from it at a discount and without recourse 
°f questionable value that it held, resulting in a forced temporary

"ng of the Chicago banks.

The word "discount" did not appear in the self-dealing pro-
klcea"s of the drafts of the Bank Holding Company Act that were intro-
tich in Congress before the Bankers Discount situation engaged the atten-
83eLoof Congress. Those earlier bills (for example S. 1118, and H.R. 12,
Atxte,°11g•, 1st Sess.) merely referred to "loan or extension of credit".
that-tuhe Bankers Discount disclosures the word "discount" was added, so
8ecti he Phrase read "loan, discount or extension of credit", as in
84th (C2,11 6(a)(4) of the final Act. (H.R. 2674, H.R. 6227, S. 880, S. 2577:

1st Sess.)

Otzrre In reporting out the bill in 1955, the House Banking and
stet,ncY Comm ittee described the Bankers Discount situation at length andtor Id (H.R. Report No. 609, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 18-19) as a reason

eluding the self-dealing provisions that:

companie. • to fail to prohibit self-dealing between bank holding
s and their subsidiary banks would be to invite a repe-

tition of the [Bankers Discount] situation . . . ."

z1) 1.1, The Report of the Senate Banking and Currency Committee did not
C°rItilijeallY mention the Bankers Discount situation. However, the Senate
De.ssa,'ee aPpeared to share the House's concern, as shown by the following

'16e from its Report (S. Report No. 1095: 84th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 4):
It

•• fear has been expressed that, improperly but within the
'01:esent law) a bank holding company may take undue advantage 
co °ne or more banks in its system. This it might do by dis-

Comrne'cjaJ.. paper at the bank with resulting profit
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to the bank holding company but at an unwarranted risk to the 
bank or its shareholders. No widespread abuse of this nature
has been brought to the attention of your committee, but the
Pr°vision in the bill prohibiting upstream lending should
,dequately prevent the possibility of any such abuse."
(emphasis supplied)

This legislative history of section 6(a) and of the addition of
:Er!.i rd scount" shows, in the words of the Committee Reports, that the

was intended to "prohibit self-dealing between bank holding companies
eVheir subsidiary banks", that it reflected a fear that "a bank holding
that, may take undue advantage of one or more banks in its system", and
ter,.'t vas intended to "prevent the possibility" that 'by discounting corn-

Par at the bank" the holding company may cause "unwarranted risk
sectie bc,1:1,1k". In other words, the legislative history indicates that in
oillestTolnoka) Congress was interested only indirectly, if at all, in the
tlao_ of whether or not a transaction results in a bank's receiving a
Ala,: against an affiliate, and that the direct and immediate Congressional
is `'Se in enacting section 6(a) was to forbid transactions in which there

substantial possibility of a bank's resources being misused by an
"filiate.

Applicant points out that the Bankers Discount situation in-
both direct loans to affiliates and nonrecourse purchases of paper

Ileporthem° Applicant argues from this that the statements in the Committee
liov„_s related to the prohibitions in section 6 against direct loans.

it is clear that in the Ii6J-31=s Discount situation nonrecourse
resour5es Were by far the more important of the two abuses of the banks'
otiscu,ces. The House Committee Report on the Bank Holding Company Act, in
the i:sing the Bankers Discount situation, indicated (supra, p. 18) that
Isatia4lIance company obtained from the two banks $135,600 in the form of
kre the amount of the banks' legal lending limit", compared with
17.11;11,,:rn 463,0001000 obtained from them by selling them consumer paper

--qu 
recourse.

ballkst It is not surprising that such an overwhelming proportion of the
1'0114 financing or the parent finance company In that situation took the
bett r no nrecaurse purchases of paper. As indicated above, a national
1N4is subje2t to a general limItation, with some exceptions, against
1)ersong More than 10 per cent of the bank's capital and surplus to one
lrn c,R.S. 5200: 12 U.S.C. 84) Nbst State banks are sabject to
44ma;,"-Legal lending limits"; even though the percentages vary. These
N;011;v-Lons substantially curb the ability of an affiliate to abuse the
eorakit'ee

te

s of a bank through direct loans -- as indicated above, the House
11(4rev: e RePort stated that $135,000 was the banks' "legal lending limit".

y since a nonrecourse sale of raper does not involve a debt from
cltlit ,7,11er to the bank, the statutes limiting the aggregate liability ofkier 

son to the bank are ineffective to prevent an affiliate from using --
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a14"usiag -- a huge proportion of a bank's resources through such
1;f2°11rse sales. (As previously indicated, if there is arm's-

dealing between bank and customer, the absence of a claim
60.3-IAEA the seller may act as a safeguard by forcing the bank to give

ta er attention to the safety of the paper itself; but in a hold-
' e°111Pally situation, lack of arm's-length dealing removes that safe-611.taxdo)

In the circumstances, it is clear that nonrecourse purchaseswer.
lar more important than direct loans as a source of abuse in the

inTrs Discount situation. It is reasonable to believe that Congress,
°1101.1Ing up its expressed concern over the kinds of abuses possible

estsel,lch sj,tuations„ would most likely have been at least as much inter.
' in preventing the major abuse as in preventing the relativelyos serious ones.

tliPti In this connection it is to be noted that the provisions in
wt;J?use and Senate bills relating to the present question were sub-

identical.

°f As a practical matter, recourse and nonrecourse purchases
arirPer, which the Board concludes to be covered in section 6(a)(4),

011.41arc1ase of various assets under repurchase agreement, which are
ed by section 6(a)(3), are virtually the only forms of purchases--,

a.b,,_ -4 n there would be substantial opportunity for an affiliate tobizT the assets of a bank. Banks can and do make other purchases,
staa heY are relatively infrequent (such as bank premises), or relatively
sta1.1 .in amount (such as office supplies), or already subject to sub-

safeguards against abuse (such as investment securities).

tAlruhe. It seems significant that in actual pratice, if nonrecourse
ketv,ocises of paper are included in section 6(a)(4), then all major
l'ez; 8 by whieh a holding company can misuse a subsidiary bank's
et are are covered, and the expr, ssed Congressional purpose to pre-

sl-lch misuse would be substantially accomplished. On the other
an interpretation which would exclude nonrecourse purchases would

the.i. °Pen a large and important area of possible abuse, and would meanin
se Practl.:8.1 effect Congress had failed to carry out its stated

141zr Applicant points out that the Chairman of the Federal Deposit
Ntince Corporation stated before the Subcommittee of the Senate

and Currency Committee (Bearings before Subcommittee of SenateS, and Currency Committee, 84th Cong., lt.Sessi" 00.S. 880,
35°, and H.R. 6227, p. 100) that:

. there is no restriction in either of the bills
agaInst the purchase or sale assets among the units of
holding company . . • ."
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his .cr, there is nothing to indicate that the Committee agreed with
v. nev, and it appears, as explained above, that the Committee disa-
419.," He urged that restrictions on purchases by banks from their
e0;17iftents should apply to all banks and not merely those in holding
as EL.nY groups, and also that they should apply to downstream as well

'PSctlal tream dealing. After his testimony, the Senate Banking and
etXneY Committee, in reporting out the bill, not only made the
the !Tent quoted above on pp. 11 and 12 that ". . the provision in
possVlirhibiting upstream lending should adequately prevent the

Y of any such abuse [of a bank by its holding companyj,

continued with the statement that:

:This provision, in part at least, is in accordance with

g7leZommendations of Mr. H. Earl Cook, Chairman of theDeposit Insurance Corporation who testified
age4Lnst permitting either upstream or downstream dealing."

Pclftible 
Interference with Usual Banking Operations

wLells Applicant, and particularly the holding companies who filed

ZIZZ5-e,21.2:1.abriefs„ stress the fact that if section 6(a)(4) is construed
1areeP'Ying to nonrecourse purchases of paper it will interfere with a
trysteniv°11.1nle of transactions between banks In the same holding company

Ets be
It certainly can be argued that such a prohibit,ion,particularly

Whet), 4ren banks, is unnecessary or undesirable as a matter of policy.
toare"e Bank Holding Company Act was being considered 'by Congress, the
the, Of Governors of the Federal Reserve System recommended thatt; all of
rlecjsl'ovision that became section 6 be omitted from the bill as tu.n-

4 8Ell'ilY restrict:tve". (Hearings before Subcommittee of Senate

klan arYi Currency Committee: 84th Cone, 1st Sess., on S. 880, S. 2350,

ckjee... c)227, p. 79) The Comptroller of the Currency expressed similar
the chfns to the section. (IParings; suxa: p. 86) On the other hand,
ftlkz10-04.'illnar- of the Fef.eral Deposit In Corporation Corporation endorsed the

he provisions" (Hearings, xlpra: p. 100)2 stating that "we
:xtella—age that the pr visions concerning rest:-...T.ctions on self-dealing be

'ePerla,::,?ithe" in this or in other le,s.islat:.on to banks whether in-
-"w-Y owned or part of a holding c=pa-.2.J.4

ol. licosi Such consideratIors of policy relate more to the advisability
fiJ-sability of legislation than to its i....lterpretation. Having.

N14:4 these eonsiderations, Congress included section 6 in the Act,t4 s.sle/1 'under the narrow interpretation of "diszaunt" urged by Applicant:
0r Niltiori clearly imposes substantial prchfbitions on the movement
fle t14:ZIthin 'bank holding company groups. These prohibitions in
rthe-,' are considerably more stringent than the limitations in section 23A
efaezv, .cederal Reserve Act on dealirg between. meniber. banks of the Federal

e %%tem and their affiliates. (12 U.S.C.
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but For example, section 6 exempts non-interest-bearing depositse
hoi_xpressly prohibits all direct loans between banks in the same

teen 
ging company group, even though such loans are frequently made be-

e.,,  banks. Such being the case, it would not seem reasonable to
a: lime that Congress was unwilling to prevent other transactions which,
thandicated before, are even more susceptible to the kinds of abuses
' Congress, for reasons that it deemed suffiC:ientl was seeking to

-":cevent,

Applicant has directed the Board's attention to the statement
tr,11? House Committee Report (Report No. 609, 84th Cong., 1st Sess.,

that:

"Routine banking transactions between subsidiary banks
are not treated as extensions of credit and do not fall within
the prohibitions of this section."

nv ver, this statement cannot affect the present question, since it
refers only to the specific exemption in the last paragraph of

thEvti°11 6(a) (quoted above on p. 6) and could not be extended beyond
s„. 

1-

exemption without a direct conflict with several portions (:)
1,\'''on 6 • In fact the limited exemptions contained in this las,,

,

''''e•gra,fae.„ P— of section 6(a) and in section 6(h) tend to emphasize the
;as,that other transactions are not exempt if they fall within the

caning of the other provisions of section 6(a).

13a.tIon. 
It may be noted, however, -net when one bank seeks partici-

tiler uY another bank to aid in meeting the credit needs of abo" -ro-w-Ltr,
joi,,e would seem to be no conflict with section 6 if the second 1?a_ak
voll'i.e:1 at the outset in making its portion of the loan, since this 
balikL' not involve the second bank in either a direct loan to the first
east°1' a Purchase of paper from it. This would seem to permit e.'„;

a Partial solution of the problems involved in participations.
C. 

in Other Considerations

-Quss Applicant offered certain other arguments that have not been
al,ed above. They were carefully considered, and although they do

er the Board's conclusion in this matter some of them are outlined
'11 together with certain related considerations.

Jc Applicant argues that the term "discount" could not include
1/leamses unless they are "at a discount"; that this means it could not
th,:(e Purchases unless they are for less than the principal amount of
()1' ri40'Per; that by simply making notes interest-bearing in form instead

r•ii ere st-bearing (for example, a promise to pay $100 plus 6 per
crest at the end of a year, instead of a promise to pay $106 at
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at end of a year), transactions could readily be arranged so that
chases would not be "at a discount"; that this would easily permiti

,onrecourse purchases to evade section 6 even if the term "discount"
:re held to include nonrecourse purchases; and that, therefore, the
''rla should not be construed to include nonrecourse purchases.

The transactions in the present case are clearly "at a
count" and the Examiner's Report naturally noted the fact. How-

erle7) APPlicant's argument based on this fact, and on the Examiner's
,'erences to it)contains several defects. Without attempting to

Iruss all of them, it may be noted that Applicant's major premise
attlelY, that the term "discount" is limited to purchases of paper

.11. amount less than the principal amount of the paper -- appears
be 

untenable. As indicated above on pp. 4-5, the judicial
flt
broadly of the word "discount" show that the term is used very
trralY. In practice the term "bank discount" is applied broadly to
tia;11sactions by which a bank computes interest in advance so thathere 

is the possibility of compound interest, and it seems that any

suoc,hase of paper is a "discount" in that sense since it permits
tli advance computation and compounding. Prentice-Hall Encyclopedic 
'cclonary of Business (1952) defines "Bank discount" (p. 79) as:

"The interest charge made by a bank for converting
commercial paper into cash before maturity. Bank dis-
count is computed as simple INTEREST on the amount due
at maturity on a note or draft and is deducted in
advance .  

After ,
Q04.0, &Lying this definition, the article explains ho:i bank discount is
illeted on noninterest-bearing raper and also how it is computed on
'rest-bearing paper, indicating that bank discount can apply to both.

to he It is to be understood, of course, that the purchases referred
the 2..‘e are purchases of paper -- promissory notes, bills of exchange and

"Lice. As the Examiner indicated (p.3) bank discounts as commoney
rstoodasso_ do not apply "to a bank's acquisition through purchase of other

boli,`'s) securities or obligations, such as, for example, corporate stocks,
's or debentures."

Another argument made by Applicaut is to the effect that Federal
1101.1re ation since about 1900 has not used the term "discount". to include the

c°urse purchase of negotiable paper and that this indicates t
17
—Le word

tert11.°t intended to include such purchases in section 6. However, the con-
does not appear to be sovnd. Even if the examples cited by

ilze. 'Leant were so extensive as to preclude the possibility of any different
be Congressional legislation since 1900, which they do not appear to
Ilz fiere is the further fact that the legislation Applicant quotes merely
zoke the word "purchase" or "s&11" in addition to the word "discount" in
14.0,
'

e°nnections, and this was true even in the legislation, considered
e Danforth case and other cases discussed above on pp•A1-5.
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CONCLUSIONS

For the reasons discussed above, the Board concludes as

(1) The Hearing Examiner having recommended denial of
'cant's requests numbered BHC 4-17 and BHC 19-27, and Applicantll

re g filed exceptions and brief only to the recommended denial of
01,c 'ests numbered BHC-8 and BHC-12, Applicant is deemed to have waived

4Ject10ns, if any, to the Hearing Examiner's recommended denial of the
nlaining 21 requests.

(2) The transactions by which Bank of St. Louis purchases
g?er rtam Industrial Loan Company (BHC-8), and by which Baden Bank of

; 
144'uis makes such purchases from Baden Loan Company (BHC-12)„ violate

a:Prchibittou in section 6(a)(4) of the Bank Holding Company Act
itgsInst 

a bank's making any "loan, discount or extension of credit" to
t10 P'!..ent or fellow subsidiary. In view of this conflict with sec-
ex uka)(4), these loan companies cannot be considered to qualify for
th„ltion under section 4(c)(6). This being dispositive of the question,
1,esetoard does not pass upon whether or not these companies could other-

qualify for such exemption.

111/c h , (3) The requests of General Contract Corporation numbered
11113.747 and BHC 19-27 for exemption under section 4(c)(6) from the pro-

of section 4(a)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act should be
'ed, and it is so ordered.

?ebruary 10, 1958.
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DISSENTING STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR MILLS

Under section )4(c)(6) of the Bank Holding Company Act andsection
/lay 5(b) of Federal Reserve Regulation Y, the Board of Governors
co, not make the determination requested by Applicant unless each
th'ePanY 

ri 
involved is "a proper incident" to the banking activities of

reiatiC.0 holding company system. I agree, of course, that if the
Of .t,1°11shiP of these companies to GCC 1 s banking activities consists
coin 'ansaetions that are prohibited by the Holding Company Act, such
thePanies cannot be "proper incidents" to the system. Accordingly,
itaiocr.ucial question is whether the transactions described in the
axrd„tY Statement--purchases of personal loan paper by GCC banks from

4-1-iated loan companies at a discount, without recourse against the
ro

u
rb4, are within the coverage of section 6(a)(4) of the Act, which
-Ls a holding company

I:to make any loan, discount or extension of credit to abank 
holding company of which it is a subsidiary or to

anY other subsidiary of such bank holding company.,"

41)p11c 
t

I am compelled to dissent from the Board's decision on
tern, ,ta:1-ons BHC 8 and BM 12 for the reason that, in my view, the
Colva,discount", as used in section 6(a)(14) of the Bank Holding
tioz1 "Yr Act, relates to transactions in which the seller of obliga-
llabi81;r1,"es, conditional sale contracts, and the like) assumes
cloe8 -1"i3r thereon--as ordinarily stated, "sells with recourse"--and

-and

kily, not cover transactions that do not give the purchaser of paper
811ch ridlts against the seller.The

Lt L ent

qal ci The majority Statement relies principally on certain judi-
°4 theeeisions that have interpreted "discount" in other connections,
ktIci or, 8°-called "legislative history" of the Bank Holding Company Act,
Rtialicl arguments that the interpretation they adopt will more effectively
Qckpanvagainst the dangers of "self-dealing" within a bank holding

" sYstern.

tha
t L If section 6 itself were neutral on this question, I agree
" considerations would be entitled to considerable weight.
,-' it is my understanding that the meaning of a statutory pro-
-Ls to be drawn, 3.1— possible, from the language of the provisiontf,i, '4'4' • if*

1Z4t 
e•

i."-j* the statute, on its face, clearly supports one meaning and
oPposite, the latter may not properly be adopted simply

-1-ri the opinion of an administrative agency, it might have
AsUei.„,se for the legislature -to have so provided and because the
Arovr'ilie committee heard testimony that might have supported such4-sin-n.
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titled 
However, even if the factors relied upon by the majority were

ap„., to primary weight, I question whether those factors, as they
finY to this case, strongly support their decision. I am not satis-
r. that the judicial interpretations of "discount" in other connections,
t:Irred to in the majority Statement, are particularly persuasive in
hasev,matter. In the first place, it is my understanding that "discount"
rec;een interpreted more often than not as referring to purchase with

se against the seller and excluding purchase without recourse.
in „ermore, interpretations of a word in quite different contexts--
0,,;(satutes dealing with different problems and aimed at different

ctives--are entitled to relatively little weight.

Likewise, I am not satisfied that the history of the ActCloses 
clear legislative intention to include purchases without.

t.z se
was, n the purview of section 6(a)(4). That problem, admittedly,
cerralit!resent in the Bankers Discount case, which was mentioned at a

ittee hearing in 19531 but there is no affirmative evidence that
re, °Illmittee, or Congress itself, acted to prohibit purchases without 
Senz---4Z. On the contrary, as the majority Statement indicates, the
Ohm. e Banking Committee was specifically informed by H. Earl Cook,

ks4m;an of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, that the pro-

tra.Ln, -Law, with the word "discount" therein, would not prohibit such
Qactions.*

Pro •
Illsi°ns and ur  oses of section 6(a) 

11(11.2 co But even if I were satisfied, which I am not, (1) that
N:ourunt" is usually interpreted to include purchases without
;se' (2) that the legislative history reveals a committee cin—
to 

cover such transactions, and (3) that such coverage would
t()i'v-isable as a matter of policy, I should still feel compelled
thOterPret "discount" in section 6(a)(4) to exclude purchases

qose‘d recourse, in view of the Congressional intent that is dis-
' bY the terms of section 6 itself.

(1)1 7) thThe majority Statement 
meets this crucial issue by adopting

e following statement from the Hearing Examiner's Report:

4
i:.'the broader aim of Section 6(a), as revealed by all

hold.
cs subdivisions, was to remove the danger that a bank

e ing company might misuse the resources of a bank it
sinrols to gain an advantage for itself or other adb-

cllaries it also controls."

ies significant that Mr. Cook, who pointed this out in his prepared
othnt to the Committee, was the sole witness cited in this connection
8, the Senate and House Committees. See House Report 6091 84th Cong.,
3 Senate Report 1095, 84th Cong., Part 1, p. 4.
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Obir4
cotpari--LY this provision has to do with situations in which aholdi ng
bcrlds Y,bank mic,:ht purchase real property, tangible personal property,toga(); 

u.ebentures, other securities, or other obligations from otherCorig,r4tions in the holding company system. In section 6(a)(3)
!cq11.11.as forbidden a holding company bank to make such purchases
441Pliej'ied corporations "under repurchase agreement" and by clear
rePurchat°n has not forbidden such purchases where there is no 
41olint e agreement--that is, where the bank simply pays a certainstanci .L 

v 
or the asset, with no further claim upon the seller. I lat the under-

majority of the roard does not dispute this.

rernovet But if 
Congress had intended, by section 6(a), "generally to

bale,danger that a bank holding company might misuse the resources
17sid•a-r-i't controls to gain an advantage for itself or other

the majority contend), this "broader aim" could have
1-,Npan re-a-,t”''d very simply by a general prohibition against holding

Purchasing assets from other corporations in the system.
comPany owned a building, or office machinery, or secu-

b a ready market, presumably it could "misuse the resources
c;'.Leesa--,-Lt controls" by -ellin- rolch assets to the bank at excessive
'Ftir°1111pit:Icweverl despite this possible r umcnt for a more restrictive
-c) Purci:n1 Congress did not generally forbid a holding company bank 
°114 whe se asn sete from its affiliates; it prohibited such purchasesth

eY were made "under repurchase agreement".

If ithet w 
, ere true that "all...sUbdivisions" of section 6(a) did reveal
...111eged "broader aim", I agree that the Board would be justified

rect!erpreting "discount" to include the purchase of paper on a non-
reven'ti se basis. However, if the provisions of section 6(a) do not

t}.7,such a Congressional aim, the Board may not interpret "discount11
vies ac.', manner simply because it considers that this would have been a
herei,tongressional aim in enacting section 6(a). For the reasonsthe ter set forth, it appears to me that Congress did not reveal
itrf,„:4-leged broad aim in section 6(a), but on the contrary revealedtidircoativ a narrower objective, regard for which requires that
rece interpreted to exclude the purchase of paper on a non-uree basis.

Section 6(a)(3) f-rbids a holding company bank

"'to Purchase securities, othLr assets or obligations
tinder repurchase agreement from a bank holding company of
111:111.irit

hId 
a.

ln
c:1:a .subsidiary or any other subsidiary of suchg 

'I

1.4 It.
s'Ttion 6( Particularly significant that this distinction was drawn

ka)(3) not by an omission that failed to cover the nonrecourse
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'Wordi

ea, hut by the affirmative inclusion of specific words ("under repurchase
al:Tent"). If Congress had merely failed to include words covering theln question, it could now be argued plausibly that there was a legis-

s.oversitt that Should not control the interpretation of a cognate
to vellsl°n--namely, section 6(a)(4). But Congress did not simply fail°th ee.] 

paZ
: with the nonrecourse area; it enacted specific words--whichilse would 

13r°11ibited 

have been entirely unnecessary--to make clear that
ases in which the seller assumed no continuing liability were not

Conere . It appears to me that this unquestionable expression of
Of udi: 11111 intentent in section 6(a)(3) must control the interpretationZ.,

Positio in section 6(a)(4)2 unless we are prepared to take the
at14 

thn that Congress explicitly adopted one position in section , ,(a)(3)
kricon,,,e.n in the next subparagraph tacitly adopted a conflicting anddrevwt'lstsnt position. In section a 3), Congress has deliberatelythe 4., a distinction between recourse purchases and nonrecourse purchases--

Prohibited; the latter are not prohibited. It seems
that ,s°nable, and contrary to the principle of statutory constructionto ijrovisions of a law should be interpreted in a harmonious manner,plirch'aesrPret 

"discount" in section 6(a)(4) as prohibiting nonrecourse8ectio,e of a certain type, when Congress took pains to indicate in
Nkree;', '(a)(3), with definite language directed at the point, that

--urse Purchases of a comparable type are not prohibited.

f 
section 6( )(4)

Pr
esent 

The briefs submitted by the holding companies in this matter
-011struiLevera1 additional reasons, some of considerable force, forn.kng "discount" in section 6(a)(4) to exclude purchases of paper

o
krEmqe nrscourse basis. I Shall not attempt to marshal all of thesethat unss However, I wish to mention particularly the circumstance

rq,11scount" was placed between "loan" and "extension of credit".
state'lent disposes of this point by the following sentencet4a. e p):

"Tho- words 'loan and 'extension of credit' do not havevnon

ciTs meanings, and it seems unlikely that Congress
einserted the word 'discount', which, in ordinaryintge has a broader meaning than 'loan', had it merely

ended that word to cover the same ground and no more."
tli
It„ Triearii„It is my understanding that, in the interpretation of statutes,ilia'cls /aitig of. an ambiguous word may be clarified by the meaning of othere,,sseve„,which it is associated in series; if the word in questiontt",oQiat'cu- meaninas, one of which accords with the meanings of the'Ea.t ed word • .

e --Y 
s that meaning is preferred to an alternative meaning2t° tl, lark dl-Le i,_, differs from the associated words. Applying this principle"6tant case, it is clear that "loan" and "extension of credit"
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:6 words that import reliance upon the credit of, and obtainingaervntr.actu...
0 
,

claim against the person to whom the loan or extension ofitecil' i
c
s made. The use Of "discount" in this context suggests thatIlas meant  in a similar sense.

131rstatio 
The above-quoted sentence seems to say that a broad inter -
of"cover 4.1r,1 of "discount" is called for because otherwise that word would

But us same ground and no more" than does the adjacent word 
loani 

•
the r, --41's two difficulties with this approach. In the first place,
twark Holding Company Act is not a statute in which Congress care -Y
Sortie

 avoided the inclusion of any words that might be unnecessary.
undanoY appears at various places in the Act; two examples may

ot ehars In section 2(a)(A) reference is made to "ownership or control

b
tato Hes in a fiduciary capacity" and in section 3(a)(A) the reference .„ •shares

siZ,Lsectionae6n31)x(ec)1 
by a bank...in p.00d faith in a fiduciary capacity",
the wording is "ownership or control of votingagert sibY the bank as executor, administrator, trustee, receiver,that (3()r depositary, or in any other fiduciary capacity". It is clear

illone..nersss had in mind the same coverage in all three provisions but
actiNitTPerhaPs unnecessarily --it enumerated the more important fiduciary

Prov. Even more in point is the fact that in section 6(a)(4)--thett
4arkylToTI directly involved in this matter--Congress referred to-Lavel,,,-,/11...or 

extension of credit". The term "extension of credit"
ectien-4. 

°road 
and unquestionably covers every "loan" in addition tois pat„,°11 of credit by other means. Therefore, since section 6(a)(4)not ati durendant in its inclusion of "loan" (and the majority doesthere 4emPt to give that word a special meaning to avoid the redundancy),the ne;Z:flo justification for specially shaping the interpretation ofreknd ollong word wiancy. ("discount") for the purpope of avoiding

t'cli.seo,„ In addition, hawever, I do not concede that interpretingtatare.ii6 etao r?Ixgolaar exclude purchase; without recourse would give that wordni

"loan". The latter term usually means a 
direct 

1 'trans t° tl'e maker of a promissory note (or other primary obligor)

that....ecve °
4 rirlariaeti°r1 in whi hach a bank purchases outstanding instruments from

for, 171-.10anY ordinarily would not be described as a "loan
, 

so
ifet..,tredundancy had to be avoided at all cost in our 

inter-

he 

a 110_ g toAct—it cannot correctly be said that 
"discount" 

adds
seloan".L .unless the former is construed to cover purchases onUr se

tie th
4ct.e rn°st re

The 
approach of the preceding paragraph auggests what is to

ierted 
10116, aiasonable explanation of the insertion of "discount" in

It,\all 
(4). It is conceded by all that, before that word was

Provisions of section 6(a) were directed at advances by
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11°I-dina

%
n,p -°° coMPany banks that involved reliance on the credit or worth of
-4-filiated corporation. With the Bankers Discount incident in mind,

ces-ailLftsman might well have inserted "discount", perhaps with ex-
ve caution, in order to guard against the possibility that 

"loan"

ia.
extension of credit" micrht be interpreted to mean only advances to

cog lmarY obli gor and not to include situations in which a holdingpe.,PanY bank extended credit to an affiliate by purchasing from it the
-e17 of third persons supported by its endorsement or guarantee. In
mere 

.?flsertt 
°nnection, I think we should hesitate to conclude that, by the

everof the word "discount" with no special comment whatso-
,Nm';'°11gress intended to change the basic theory of section 6(a)

Provision aimed at intra-holding-company-gr,up borrowing (andelso-LF tra
nsactions) to one which covered not only that field but

wort1,1'ne field of parchases involving no reliance on the credit orsnco'ILI4f the 
affiliate from which the purchase was made. Here we

Clear ,er again the force of the argument that Congress made verychase 
section 6(a(3) that it intended not to c r outright pur-

8
 the the seller did not assume responsibili,y.Role or su

erviso

1.8 not 
As

th,,. previous_y mentioned, the -wisdom of Congressional action
°r Fede concern of an agency in its administration and interpretationQase a ral le

gislation. However, the decision of the majority in this
aetinp.Parently rests 1.-1 part on the idea that Congress would have beenthe //60.11n an unreasonable manner if it had not intended section 6(a) of
rec 

culiZCZ:Z
ours_ .Act to prohibit outright purchases (that is non-

ehases In my opinion Congress sensibly could have decided that r-1311rella-,1 -chat category did not call for outright prohibition. Such is,ill_pervie, are a matter for close scrutiny under sound principles of bank.r?ullat th,:4-2n and examination and consequently Congress ould have decided
i

1,1"ohibii.u-anger5 of misue were not so great as to justify an absolute
ev (4'  widely-used and recognized banking practice. I do 

not

"'etede cons: 
contemplated that the Holding Company Act would be 

t 
er-except 's 

interfering with normal banking relationships and operations,-co the 
extent clearly required by its provisions.

Qtrie Elsatihere in the Act Congress exempted various matters from spe-
torirage because they came within the scope of bank chartering, branch

-re eolre;:.lai°n, supervision and examination, and therefore did not 
need 

to
;-(1 u,a--'30 anby holding company legislation. For example, section 3(),; its 
4 

na,ank 
by

company (1) to acquire the assets of a bank outsidethe 7 State, or (2) to do so within its own State without the approval
411 'l Reserve eder l Resee 'Hoard. A specific exemption is provided, however,resPect to  such acquisitions by a bank subsidiary of a holding
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e°111Pany f
cortr or the reason that such absorptions generally are subject to

l

cons.

ci

°1 bY the bank chartering and examining authorities, and Congress
rtientl,ered it unnecessary  to impose additional prohibitions and require-.sectsi -nder the Holding Company Act. Likewise, despite the fact thatof nocT generallv prohibits holding companies from acquiring shares
from riauanking corpOrations, section 14(c)(3) permits such acquisitionsby an subsidiary that "has been requested to dispose of such shares
sllbsiVederal ot State authority having statutory power to examine such
811perv arY"; here again Congress recormized the responsibility of bank
Dlore fls°rY authorities by providing a specific exemption to enable themthe,_reelY and effectively to exercise their authority with respect to

'undness of the commercial banking system.

from s In the same way, it appears to me entirely proper to infer
crpnl" 6(a) a legislative intent to prohibit actual extensiqscort" between the units of a bank holding company system, but oexami;:l.le to leave to the judment and decision of the supervising 

and

ojng agencies the matter of outright purchases of personal-loan
ktlkin'cler paper, When Congress denit with the same subject in the

°f 1933, it left this area of banking activity to thekleser7-.7 Processes of bank supervision (see section 23A of the Federaladheree 
to
Act), and there is no convincing evidence that Congress did notthat

Philosophy in the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956.

*

,)celpt f
° 

In his Report the Hearing Examiner indicated (p.35) that,'Ilt)111,4 ,1: his adverse conclusion on the crucial "discount" question,ion?nave fo
and BUG 

und that the two loan companies involved in app12 Were 
1,50

4°sclY related to the business of banking or ofInorcl-g' 
nt t

ng or 
controllinF banks as to be a proper in-

Prohibii-hereto and as to make it unnecessary for the

z a :a
ry- —1°ns of [section 4] to apply in ordeF to— d out the purposes of" the Bank Holding Company Act.

Nard
the the Hearing T.Axaminer's views on this point and I do notccilllerltiv 'Ite 

"discount" provision of section 6(a)(4) as a bar.ete,-.". 4- concluA_ Conse-
to 'ma.rieti ,k that the Applicant is entitled to favorable
-the t,,,-4-°ns bY this Board pursuant to section 4(c)(6), with respect

enumerated applictionsoe 4 1,441,

1O, 1958.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OFTHE Item No. 2

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 2/10/58
WASHINGTON

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

February 10, 1958

Mr. Joseph H. Colman,P
resident,
Pirst Bank Stock Corporation,
First National-Soo Line Building,Mi
nneapolis 2, Minnesota.

Dear 
Mr.Colman:

StUdy 
In your letter of January 10, 1958 you suggested that

Of your applications under section 14-(c(6) of the Bank
::441ing Company Act might assist the Board in its determination
-' lar applications by General Contract Corporation. YouMade a similar suggestion in a later meeting with GoveTrIr Robert-

The Board 
Ge 

has issued a statement and an Order in the 
lleral Contract Corporation matter, and a copy of each is enclosed
Your information, together with a separate statement in theter by Governor Mills.

In connection with the legal question in the General Con-

se 
_7 ,orporation matter as to the meaning of the word "discount"

caretaction 6(a)(4) of the Bank Holding Company Act, the Board gave
consideration to the facts set forth in your First BancreditkoPorativith „ -on application, and also to your brief amicus curiae filed

the 6ne Board in the General Contract Corporation matter. Both

General
se documents were helpful to the Board in its consideration of the

the Contract Corporation matter, and the Board appreciates having. 
benefit of them.

riclosures

Sincerely yours,

dilkb

Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.
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